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at least some of these women can be found in playboy more than once. the thing with
sex stars and models is that they tend to become bores pretty fast, but it seems like the
guys at playboy didn't have that problem. some of these women are absolute legends,

like barbara windsor, the queen of british pop (naturally she had her own magazine, too,
and appeared on several occasions in playboy). others, like halle berry, have become

role models for women around the world, and the list includes many more. some of the
covers feature women who are still unknown (like danielle and amalie, and dorinda, who
look like they could have been plucked from the pages of a back issue), some are stars
who have grown older than their nude portraits and are not as sexy as they once were,
and many more. the group of journalists, writers and politicians is led by the journalist
and writer georgi tenev, the writer and publisher of the bulgarian herald. he is also the

editor-in-chief of the magazines research, business bulletin, and harper's bazaar
magazine, which he founded in 1993. georgi tenev is also the author of the novels party

headquarters (2007), christo and the free love (2009) and balkan ritual (2010). all of
them were awarded the best bulgarian novel of the year of the vik foundation. in 2005,
he was awarded the george rigas prize for literature, the american pen center for the
translation of pen american center. born in 1960, irena grishkova studied bulgarian

literature at sofia university st. kliment ohridski. she has worked as a journalist in various
newspapers and magazines for many years. she has also written for the radio and

television, and she is the author of the novels the book of dreams, bulgarian roses, and
greek coffee. she is the assistant editor of harper's bazaar magazine and she has

authored numerous short stories and articles. for the first time in her career, she made a
short film which has been selected in competition at the short film festival in the city of

prague. her first novel, the book of dreams, is a modern fairy tale.
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georgi tenev is a writer, screenwriter and playwright. he is the author of the novels party
headquarters (best bulgarian novel of the year of vik foundation, 2007), christo and the
free love, mr. m, bulgarian roses, balkan ritual and the short story collections holy light
(awarded a scholarship for translation of pen american center) and the writer's woman.
the colibri publishers' catalogue includes more than 1200 titles among which the most
remarkable names in bulgarian and world modern literature. we are pleased to state
that there is a growing interest towards bulgarian literature all over the world. colibri

publishers catalogue encompasses some of the best examples of contemporary
bulgarian literature. most of the authors are well known by the reading public and their

works have been awarded prestigious awards in bulgaria and abroad. the catalogue
includes also a number of books in the field of history and psychology. far from toledo is
part two of angel wagenstein's triptych on the fate of european jews during world war ii.

apart from bulgaria the book has been published both separately and together in
germany, france, russia, spain, italy, poland, macedonia, the czech republic, israel. far
from toledo was awarded in 2002 the alberto benveniste annual prize of the sorbonne

and the annual award of the union of bulgarian writers for best novel. the book is a saga
of love, hope and tolerance, stronger and more lasting than any political passions,

cheerful and sad at the same time, unfolding against the motley ethnic backdrop of the
old city of plovdiv. 5ec8ef588b
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